The Leonard H. Axe Library hosted its 4th annual *Faculty Author Book Reception* on April 9, 1987, from 3:00 to 4:30 in the afternoon.

**Authors honored were:**

Dudley Taylor Cornish and Virginia Jeans Laas  
*Lincoln's Lee: the life of Samuel Phillips Lee, United States Navy, 1812-1897*  
LCCN: 86-4083  
ISBN: 0-7006-0296-8 : $25.95

Eugene DeGruson, Co-compiler and co-editor with Michael Kelly (WSU), Angus Munday (KSU) and Virginia Quiring (KSU).  
*A Guide to Special Collections in Kansas.*  

Gene DeGruson  
*Goats house; introduction by Denise Low.*  
LCCN: 86-463828  
ISBN: 0-939391-06-6 (pbk.) : $5.00

Virginia Jeans Laas and Dudley Taylor Cornish  
*Lincoln's Lee: the life of Samuel Phillips Lee, United States Navy, 1812-1897*  
LCCN: 86-4083  
ISBN: 0-7006-0296-8 : $25.95

Susan Marchant.  
*Amen Alleuia, Sets 1 and 2* by George Frideric Handel.  